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ABSTRACT

The design of an advanced alarm system is under way to apply to the new MMISfor the future
nuclear power plants in Korea. Based on the alarm system design bases we established the
design requirements and are now refining them with the results of evaluation through the
prototype. To realize the advanced system new algorithms for alarm processing and display are
implemented and various new devices are examined. The evaluation for the design is performed
in accordance with the verification and validation plans and through the prototype.

1. BACKGROUNDS

The alarm system plays an important role in the operation of nuclear power plants (NPPs) since it
provides the status changes of plant or process before other information display systems. As
well, the system makes it easy for the operator to decide the necessary control actions under the
abnormal conditions by providing information related to the changes.1' However the system has
revealed a few of vulnerabilities in spite of its importance within the plant, and much efforts have
followed to improve the system, especially since TMI accident. Entering the 1980s the design
concepts for the new man machine interface system (MMIS) has begun to be established and the
alarm system was included as a weighted system in the MMIS. The MMIS requires an alarm
system to solve the problems reported on the conventional system and to be designed to add new
features or to supplement its own functions in accordance with the MMIS design concepts.2'

In Korea, from the middle of 1980s the development of new MMIS design was started and the
design concept was completed in the early of 1990s. Its design goals are to improve the plant
safety, to be cost effective and to meet current regulatory requirements. The MMIS design
includes the main control room design containing an operator-oriented compact workstation.
From the MMIS design it is shown that the alarm system, as an integrated part of MMIS, should
be an advanced one to solve the problems existed in the conventional alarm systems and to
incorporate the new technologies and devices.3'4'

The design of alarm system is under way based on the MMIS design bases. The prototype is also
being developed to evaluate the design requirements established, the functions assigned to the
system, and the validity for the application of new technologies and devices.
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2. DESIGN BASES OF ALARM SYSTEM

The design bases of alarm processing and presentation are, based on MMIS design bases,
established as following;

• to provide the operator with alarm states in timely manner,
• to reduce the number of alarms effectively to reduce the operator workload,
• to be integrated with other information systems to facilitate the operator tasks.

The alarm information in the MMIS is represented on three plant information systems consisted
of wall mimic display, CRT, and flat-panel display. The system level and major component
level alarms are displayed on the wall mimic that shows the overview for the plant status. The
important process and component alarms are displayed through alarm windows depicted on the
flat-panel display. Those include, for example, R.G. 1.97 Category 1 parameters, alarms that
require quick response by the operator, and alarms frequently used. The CRT treats all plant
information including detailed alarm information driven by plant computer. It is required that
the flat-panel display and CRT provide alarm data to generate mimic wall alarm and the flat-
panel display alarms be provided with operator so as to support continuous operation in the event
of failure of CRT system. The following section describes the design of flat-panel alarm system,
which has alarm windows.

3. ESTABLISHMENT OF DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The system overview is summarized as follows;

• The alarm system provides its major functions, that are alerting, informing, guiding and
confirming, to assist the operator to monitor the plant and to take the necessary action
required to preserve normal operating conditions.

• The system supports continued plant operation in the event of failure of CRT system.

• The system processes new algorithms to improve the man machine interfaces, which are
signal validation, alarm filtering/suppression, alarm prioritization, pattern recognition and
other features.

• Alarms are displayed on alarm tiles and message windows depicted on the spatially
dedicated flat-panel displays in the main control room (MCR) and remote shutdown
panel (RSP).

• The system has a segmented and distributed architecture to localize the any failures and
to realize the real-time processing.

The system performs input signal processing, alarm processing, alarm display and controls, and
interface with other plant systems.
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• Input signals to the system are put into limit check, engineering unit conversion, and
signal validation to calculate the representative values from multiple channel sensors.
The signal validation uses a simple averaging algorithm without analytic process model
so that real-time processing is realizable.

• Alarms are generated under dark-board at power design concept and based on the
validated parameters to reduce the nuisance alarm. Alarm processing uses proven or
provable techniques not to require new research or big analyses.

• Alarm display and control are designed to maximize the man-machine interface function.
Therefore alarms generated on the displays are coded by color and shape, grouped by
system, function, priority and etc. Alarm control adopts the touch-operation. The
flashing rates and audible tones are distinctive by alarm status and priority. Alarm
display design maintains the consistency with that of other information.

• The system interfaces with other plant systems via communication data network to
receive input data and to transmit the alarm data processed within the system.

The system provides a high degree of reliability and its availability goal is more than 99%. Thus
the system is designed to be redundant and maintains a diversity with other information systems.
The system covers all plant power conditions, transients and trip conditions. Any failures from
each component are accommodated and alarmed to the operator. The design is flexible and
expandable to adopt changing needs through the life of system. The software design
incorporates a top-down structured design and prevents the unexpected results. The developed
software are put into the verification and validation (V&V) process to assure its quality.

Figure 1 presents the system configuration. The system is designed as a microprocessor based
real-time system. Main processors perform input signal processing, alarm processing, data
storage, and interfacing with other information systems. Display processors generate the alarm
displays within the required response time. The displays use color and perform all man-machine
interface functions with touch-operation. The data communication network which is
deterministic, provides a data pass within the system and with backbone network containing all
plant information.

The design is proceeded in accordance with the design process proposed by human factor
engineering program plan, equipment qualification plan and software quality assurance plan
being developed by other KAERI groups. The system prototype is developed to verify not only
the major system functions and design requirements but the technologies which have not yet
implemented in conventional power plants. The following evaluations are included; evaluation
of system performance, validity check of input signal processing and alarm processing
algorithms, evaluation of network performance, and availability and suitability verification for
display design and man machine interface functions.
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Figure 1: Alarm System Configuration

4. IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes on-going tasks to complete the design.

4.1 Refinement of Design Requirements

The design requirements are iteratively revised to incorporate the results from V&V as the design
proceeds.

4.2 Alarm Selection

Alarm parameters will be selected based on the function and task analysis.

4.3 Signal Validation

This algorithm calculates the representative value from multiple channel sensor inputs, which are
the values converted to engineering unit, to reduce the operator's stimulus overload and task
loading. The results are inputted to alarm processing logics. The algorithm being developed is
based on the mathematical averaging with degree of inconsistency calculation.5' The functions of
algorithm are at least to determine the representative value, to evaluate the bad sensor, and range
check comparing the calculated value with maximum/minimum range.
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4.4 Alarm Processing

The nuisance or irrelevant alarms are filtered out and the alarms which are less important under
the given operating condition are suppressed.6' Figure 2 presents the schematic of alarm
processing. The algorithm being developed considers the alarm filtering techniques such as the
plant operating mode dependency alarm generation by changing setpoint, and the time delay or
deadband to eliminate the chattering alarm. Alarms are also activated based on the equipment
status to allow the operator to monitor only real problems related to equipment status changes.
The redundant alarms and less important alarms suppressed are accessible by operator upon
request. Alarms activated from parallel working devices are displayed on a single alarm tile.
Alarms are prioritized by its importance to plant safety and operation. The status alarms, that are
not necessary to take action but displayed in the conventional system, are separated from this
system and displayed on the CRT system.

INPUT PROCESSING

- Eng. Unit Conversion
- Signal Validation

ALARM GENERATION

- Setpoint Check
- Alarm Filtering

ALARM SUPPRESSION

- Redundant Alarms
- Equip. Status Alarms

DISPLAY & CONTROL

- Grouping
- Color & Shape Coding
- Touch Screen

.

ALARM PRIORITIZATION

- Alarm Priorites

Figure 2: Schematic of Alarm Processing

4.5 Display Design

Alarms are displayed on the spatially dedicated flat-panel displays within the control panels.
Alarms are grouped by system, function, priority, etc. Displays are designed incorporating the
human factors considerations to reduce the operator workload. To increase the operator's
cognition both color and shape coding are applied to the display design, which is unique in the
control room and consistent with other information systems. The display contains at least alarm
message, alarm status, alarm priority, current value, setpoint value, point identification, and is
divided into two windows, alarm tile/message and alarm list. 3 to 4 flashing rate are considered
to present the various alarm status.

4.6 Alarm Audibles and Controls Design

Audible tones direct the operator's attention to the control room area on which the alarm is
presented. These are distinctive by alarm status and priority. Alarm controls are touch-operated
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on the displays. Alarm sequences are combined with silence, acknowledge, reset, ringback, and
realarm.

4.7 Prototype Development

The prototype is being developed under the minimum scope based on the system configuration
shown in Figure 1, which is possible to verify the design. In the future the scope will be
extended to the whole system for full scope simulation.

The prototype consists of a main processor, 2 display processors, 2 color flat-panel displays, and
alarm data network. The system maintains the redundancy with the exception of display
processor and flat-panel displays. For software design DOS or real-time OS are examined,
which should be a proven product gained industry acceptance through its usage. C++ language is
used for application software.

4.7.1 Main Processor

The main processor is composed of the standard backplane bus and plug-in modules for
segmented CPU boards with interfacing chip or controller, IC memory board, network board, and
other boards. The processor performs tasks such as input signal gathering and processing, data
storage, alarm processing, communication and diagnosis. The system is a multi-processing
system on the basis of tasks, to improve its performance and to be protected from any problems
which may be unexpectedly caused. The processor is constructed as a dual system with primary
processor and backup processor, and the heart-beat function is added to fail-over to the backup
processor without interrupting the alarm information when fault occurred in the main processor.
In normal operation, both processors are on-line active, and the primary processor transmits at
regular intervals the heart-beat to the backup processor.

The standard backplane bus provides a data path among plug-in modules within main processor
without disturbing the internal activities of other modules interfaced with this bus. This bus is an
industrial open standard system and provides the high performances and the solutions for
constructing versatile system.

Each CPU board has a processor, main memory, timer/counter, real-time clock, watchdog timer,
bus and buffers, interrupt logic and controller, and other devices to achieve the tasks. For the
high performance and reliable multiprocessing, the CPU performs its tasks separately and the
dynamic random access memory is utilized such that all tasks are memory resident.

The memory board contains an alarm database in the shared memory. The network board has a
baseband and token-passing protocol.

4.7.2 Display Processor

The display processor is a computer system consisting of a CPU board with memory, interfacing
chip or controller, and I/O interface devices and network boards. The processor generates the
static and dynamic alarm information within the required response time based on the data from
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main processor. The CPU performs high reliable function such as communication, alarm display
processing, and diagnosis. The display CPU also utilize dynamic random access memory such
that a task is memory resident.

The network boards are designed to be redundant and have the same function as that of main
processor.

4.7.3 Color Flat-Panel Display

Spatially dedicated flat-panel displays present alarm and perform all man-machine interface
functions with touch operation. TFT LCD or EL displays are examined taking account into
viewing angle, brightness, the number of color and the trend of technology.

4.7.4 Data Network

The data network uses LAN that is designed to be redundant to permit on-line maintenance,
testing and repair. The network has a baseband and token-passing protocol and deterministic
architecture.^ A baseband and token-passing network provides a robust network that is not
susceptible to failure if cable comes loose or disconnected. The token-passing protocol has
virtually no chance of errors since every transaction are acknowledged.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The design of alarm system incorporates not only new algorithms for alarm processing and
display but also digital and data network technologies, which do not have much experience in
nuclear power plants. As well it is required in the MMIS design of nuclear power plants that
human factor engineering principles should be incorporated. For these reasons the establishment
of design procedures and the equipment (hardware and software) qualification become major
issues in the development of MMIS in nuclear industry. Even though many researches propose
the design guidelines, there exists still many difficulties to overcome the strict requirements.

As a way to solve them, KAERI is preparing the standard design procedures, equipment
qualification plans, and verification and validation plans including software verification and
validation method. The final alarm system design will be established in accordance with them,
and the new algorithms and technologies applied will be verified through the prototype and/or
other methods. We are trying to find the best design for alarm reduction and display which is
able to provide the operator with alarms without the loss of the necessary operational
information. Therefore it is expected these design activities will lead to the good design.
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